RETURN TO EXTENSION OFFICE BY MONDAY, JUNE 22, 2020

FASHION REVUE ENTRY FORM - **CONSTRUCTED GARMENTS**

NAME________________________________________________________ AGE (As of Jan. 1) ________________

CLUB________________________________________________________

NUMBER OF YEARS IN PROJECT____________________________________

☐ THIS ITEM TO BE JUDGED FOR CONSTRUCTION ONLY. **IT WILL NOT BE MODELED.**

4-H Members may model in only two classes. In addition, each member may enter the “other class” in their age division by having a younger person model an outfit made for them by the member.

**AGE 7-8**

___ Class 101 - An article
___ Class 102 - A garment
___ Class 103 - A 2 or 3-piece coordinating outfit
___ Class 104 - Other

**AGE 12-13**

___ Class 109 - An article
___ Class 110 - A garment
___ Class 111 - A 2 or 3-piece coordinating outfit
___ Class 112 - Other

**AGE 9-11**

___ Class 105 - An article
___ Class 106 - A garment
___ Class 107 - A 2 or 3-piece coordinating outfit
___ Class 108 - Other

**AGE 14-18**

___ Class 113 - An article
___ Class 114 - A garment
___ Class 115 - A 2 or 3-piece coordinating outfit
___ Class 116 - Other

**KNIT OR CROCHET**

___ Class 117 - Knitted or crocheted garment

Attach a fabric swatch here.  Describe garment or sketch it here.